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F' ·1�ef clC e

As Ivy Rowe, the central character in Lee Smith's warm
and richly- woven novel Fair and Tender Ladies, nears the
end of her life, she burns the letters she has written to
family and friends. These letters, which comprise the novel,
recount Ivy's life,

loves, fears, and losses. As Ivy burns

each letter, her "soul grew lighter, lighter as if it rose
too with the smoke . ..For I came to understand something in
thc.=it. mi:::il'l'1t?nt, ... -Nhich I hc.i: d nevE.•r U'l'"rderstoocl ir'I ;:.
. i: ll tht?se
1

years. The letters didn't mean anything. Not to the dead
girl Silvaney, of course --nor to me. Nor had they ever. It
was the writing of them, that signified"(314). Just as Ivy
finds the truth of her life through her letter-writing, so
does Lee Smith signify her own search for self-actualization
through her fiction (Smith, personal interview).
Smith's fiction is an exploration of the roles of women
both in the past and in today's world. In developing these
fictional characters, the author is attempting to find her
place in life as an independently-functioning person, who is
not afraid to see the truth about herself, her family,

and

her life, accept the love as well as the pain, and get on

A study of Smith's fiction reveals at least three major
types of female characters. The first c8tegory cortai1 s
wor,H.:_;•n wl·.. ,o let otht:irs dl'.:_:,.firH.',· t.l"H.'.'-'m; tl"'ri.'.�Y c:lh,.',. c.1ctori;:1 ir, t.1·1:::•ir'
own lives. They are afraid or un8ble to fi1 d their own niche
if it does not fit into the nar rowly prescribed stratum that

V

their husbands, mothers. society, or most tragically they
themselves have chiseled. They may imagine and experiment
with other possibilities, but they lack the will to fashion
any permanent changes in their lives. These women's lives
mirror not only the expectations of others but also the
author's early life and marriage.
The second category encompasses women who lack an
imagination. They are earth-bound and duty-bound, usually
full of resentment towards any other women who are able to
live self-fulfilled, free-willed lives. These characters are
overly concerned with society's mores. They may have
glimpses of a more fulfilling life, but they are mired in
their own rigidity and refuse to explore any other
possibilities. These women are the pluggers of Smith's
fiction.
The third classification embraces Smith's ideal of the
fulfilled female.These women do not fit into any one else's
pattern. They are sure of themselves, comfortable with their
places in society, and unafraid to face the challenges in
their futures.

They take the pain and the truth, and t.hey

survive and thrive.

They are the end products in the

author's evolution into self-awareness.

These women are the

flashlights who illuminate the author's cor cept. of the
self-imaged female.
This thesis examines each of Lee Smith's works in
chronological order according to the ages of characters �nd

vi
pub 1 ic c:1 tion di?.1 t.ei:; be,:;i inninq
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i th ::=::mi t.h 1 =-· fir=-· t. nove 1 Tht'."

Last Day the Oogbushe� Bloomed (1968) and concluding with
The Devil's Dream (1992). The three chapters are organized
according to character types and present the characters in
the order in which they appear in Smith's novels and short
storiei::-.

Chapter l

The Mir· r·ors

The road to self-actualiztion is tortuous and serpentine
to both the author and her characters. Smith's first
published novel, The Last Dav the Doqbushes Bloomed, plants
the seeds for- self ··-k no•,,; 1 ed,;it2 which c off1l'2 to fr· uition in Fair
and Tender- Ladies and The Devil's Dream. Susan Tobey, the
fir-st-person narrator, is the nine-year-old central
character of The Last Day the Doqbushes Bloomed. Anne
Goodwyn Jones, in an essay entitled "The World of Lee
Smith," notes that Susan has a very traumatic summer with
her own rape, her mother's affair and subsequent departure,
her sister's dating behavior, and her- gardener's sudden
death. Goodwyn Jones notes that "Susan's rather conventional
upper middle class family find it impossible to speak about
feelings or to utter the least honest w ord about what is
happening to them." The reality of he r dysfunctional family
is too painful for Susan to admit or understand so she hides
from these difficulties by creating a fantasy world where
her mother is the Queen, her moth er's lover is the Baron,
Susan's sister Betty is the Princess, and her house is the
castle (254-255). Susan uses illusion as a coping mechanism.
f;rn:i.t.h a,:fo,it.s;. t.hr.:lt. �;;he dE. veloped cl po .,-1erfL1l irni:'1i;J:i.r1i,lti,:,n l:i.ki.,:
1
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1994).

Susan develops another trick to make difficulties in her
life more bearable.

Jones explains that "Susan tri�s to

deal with the complexities of her summer by placing her
'topics'

in boxes, which she believes she can chose when,

and whether, to open n (256). She can release their contents
until memories become too agonizing. She can then replace
them in the box and shut out the pain. Susan explains her

A lot of things reminded me of the Queen but I had
a new trick of how not to think about those
things. I had fixed my mind so it was cut into
boxes, sort of like the boxes eggs come in. In
one box I put the Queen .
J 1 k t2d,
put thin,::Js 1 .

. and in the other boxes I

1 ik t2 God... Thr.:1 t. ,,,Jay, if I ever··

wanted to think about anything I could just pull
it out. of its box and roll it around in the part
of my head that was not boxed in... There were some
things that I never took out. of their boxes at

Clearly, even in Lee Smith's first novel, she is addressing
her characters' abilities to hide from the truth and to
develop coping mechanisms in order to deal with lheir
troubles without doing anything to change their situations.

stars,

the trees, and even her picnic table, Susan surveys
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1957.

e short story refers to
The title of th

to autobiographical that Smith says she ever got in her
writing. The author [like Karen] was raised in the Methodist
Church but was drawn to the charismatic (Personal
Interview). Furthermore, the fictional Karen and Ms. Smith
both have fathers who suffer from nervous breakdowns and
mothers who deny that a problem exists. Karen explains her
n-11::, ther ' s phi 1 osc,phy : "Mi::iH,a ' !S t\iJO spec i ici 1 t :i.es;. •,i,11=.! ·,� t.-:' ,�:isin•.::J ti:::,
the Occasion and Rising above it All, whatever 'it' happened
to be... If you don't discuss something, it doesn't exist.
This is the way our family handled all of its
prot::, 1 emr,;... ( !;7).

In C:in interv ie•,1J

•,JJ

:i..
t h Vir,_;i in i c•.(�. ::;ri",ith in

The Southern Review, the author echoes this same notion:
I grew up to some degree feeling that if you didn't
fit right in, if you didn't conform, you were
crazy. My mother, see, came from eastern Virginia
and she was always trying to be a lady, and there
,,,,i;_;1�;, this not.ion that. if you fit ri,_Jht in, if
you were a lady and went to a nice school and
married a doctor and so on, that that was somehow
comforting and would somehow keep you from going

Smith goes on to say that when she was fourteen, both of her
.
y h 1t , c J··,of::ipit.,,,1!,, ,,:,nd t..h,)t •.;h1·"'
pc:1renti;:. i,,.i0•r0::.- in diff 1',�l' 1'.'i:'n t p!::; c j.c: . 'i
t �,,he too wi;;is pr'1',.,._ d 1 �,,p i:::•\::; :�. ,:::I t,:: :i l'l',f.. nti'i11
t hc:1 .
f.i 'i:'cirt=--d .
i:::,:::,t.h

1<,:, r1?n

c:1nd .
l _f2f::! '.::;rn i th

i 1 .J n1:,_.�,;i,,;.

h<:.1\/1�.- l:1.1' '!t"E.-n t.;;:,u,;_il··,.
t f r-,..,r. ,, .:111 1":·u r..I y

s
situations by simply denying that they exist. When Karen's
father's behavior disrupts their family dinner, her mother
does not talk openly about it at all.

nMy mother rose above

these occasions in the way she had been trained to do ... in
the way she was training Ashley [Karen's older sister] and
me to do: she talked incessantly about anything that entered
her head, to fill the void u (59). This insularity may
prevent present pain but will inevitably bring distress
later on.
Karen attempts to escape her mother's manipulations by
befriending Tammy Lester, a lower class girl who is
definitely not a daughter from Karen's mother's circle of
friends. Karen is attracted to Tammy's free lifestyle and to
Tammy's mother who speaks in tongues of fire at the
Maranatha Apostolic Church. Karen is a very religious girl
who often prays without ceasing, makes deals with God, and
yearns to speak in tongues herself.

After Karen is baptized

at the Maranatha Church, her distraught mother sends her
packing to a camp tor the summer to get her away from Tammy
Lester and her mother's evil influence. Nevertheless,
absence from Tammy, her mother, and the church does not
prevent Karen from having a rel1g1ous experie1 ce al c8mp.
a
When she feels God call her n me, she consequenlly speaks ir
tongues in front of the whole camp.
he camp nurse, a ci0clor, 0nci
Karen is then examined by t
he begs her m�ther to 0llow
an Episcop al chaplain. When s

l1ei·

to come home, her mother promises her a kitten if she will
stay. Because of the kitten's odd behavior, Karen thinks
t.h21 t. 1-,e t.oo is. "po',"-sei:::-i;ed L:,y t.hE1 ':::•P :i. ·,,it" . Thi=.- kit. t.er-, dc,,?�::
not purr or grow very much and exhibits strange actions.
"i::c,r,"it2tirih=.'S'- he ,,,1,:,uld lt?c.'lp st.·,•,,;d,_:Jht up in th1? air-·, J.E1nd on i::dl
1

four feet, and just stand there quivering, for no good
reason at all" (97). When the kitten dies, Karen buries him
along with any chances she has to escape the pattern of life
her mother has set for her. Neither kittens nor little girls
can survive in this environment unless they act as they are
supposed to do. After she buries him, she says she knew
the last of my holiness, my chosenness, went with
him. Now I wouldn't have to die. Now my daddy would
get well, and 1 would make cheerleader, and go to
college

Now I could grow up, get breasts, and have

babies. Since then, all these things have happened.
But there are moments yet, moments when in t.he
midst of life a silence falls, and in those moments
I catch myself still listening for that voice.
'Karen,' He will say, and I'll say'Yes, Lord.

Yes.

Thr.:1 t. vc:, :i.ct::! m :i.9ht bf,.' t.hE,• vo i cf': o -f C,:::,d c i::1 l l .
:i nq h1'.·' ·' r· , ,::,r it r,,c:1 y
be her true self shouting to come out and obliterate her
mother's words which ha1e enclosed Karen in a lif� of
self-denial and pretense.
I r· on :l c ,,11 l y , t.1·--, :i.�,, f i::1 i 1 u r 1'.·,.' t.o c orr11"1"1un 1 c i::1 tr,• eipt:.•.' n .l
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listen to their inner promptings may be what causes the
mental inst ability for Karen's family, Lee Smith's fam ily,
and for other characters in Smith's fiction such as Cryst al
in Black Mountain Breakdown and Rose Annie in
The Devil'� Dream. Just as mirrors reflect only surface
reali ty, many of Smith's earlier characters reflect lives
based on externa l expectations rather than on their own
hopes, desires, and internal truths.
Brooke Kincaid, the first perso n narrat or of Smith 's
second novel Som ething in the Wind (1970) is also seeking
e scape her mother's expectat ions and machinations.

She is

desperately searching for a life plan. Thro ugh Susan Tobey
and Karen,

Smith has rejected fantasy and relig ion as escape

tools. Neither of these cop ing mechanisms is strong enough
to silence their mothers'
Harriet C.

Buchanan,

and society's expectations .

.::,·,···,·t..1·tl0�d "L1..: '!tc' ::;H,it.h: ThE.'
in 2n ,:::.c:.c::.:::.,,
............ �, y �
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the loss of childhood fantasy and family structure.
Brooke's story begins with the loss 0f

lhe

chi 1 dhood fr i e•nc:I w :i th whom sht-'-' hi':,d l d1.0l ,t. :if :i. 1··.tl c:,n,.:.I
t.o whom she had looked for guidance.

ld go on
, then I didn't know what wou
everybody kept saying
1
�
Brooke's:,
ini::Lir·, the ,Jind dt,. ta:i.l!'"•
in my hec:1d"(S). '.::;orneth
ves that
ty and chronicles several sel
search for an identi
d then discards.
Brooke tries on an
s'
to private school after Charle
When Brooke returns
she is
zes, for the first time, that
funeral, she reali
des to make
d
rest of the girls, so she eci
different from the
ut the life plan
uThe only concrete thing abo
up a life plan.
tate everybody
lved imitation. I would imi
nvo
i
it
t
tha
was
I wouldn't have
became second nature ... and
g
hin
ryt
eve
il
unt
u
). That
any more, I would simply be (25
e
tat
imi
to
her
to bot
le in order tn
ides herself into two peop
summer Brooke div
ns her plan:
of Charles. She explai
avoid thinking
o two equal halves. One half
I split my mind int
Kincaid, the daughter of Mr . and
belonged to Brooke
d of River Bend, a recent
Mrs. T. Royce Kincai
inique's School. The other half
graduate of St. Dom
.
was real, and the other half was
belonged to me I
ld monitor myself, and I could
only apparent. I cou
t or strict upon occasion It
be amused or toleran
that the simplest things were
got very involved so
no lon•;JE•r s:i.rr,r:•lE.'.
1:irotht=.�r'] ,
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"-' h1'::-' r' isf::.' l f
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play
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I thou1]ht, ·· 1..II'.'!.' .L l ,:,:. , ' E:r-ook 1,i

f r' orn ,, "'-''"\ .I. :i. ty ,E1 r,i:I !!, .l r,,p .l y

herself are escape
role. These divisions of

mechanisms to avoid the pain of Charles's death in the same
way that Susan places her mother, the Queen, in a box when
the memories become too distressing.
Brooke's mother, Carolyn, helps her with the life plan
for college when she tells Brooke to date a lot of different
boys and not to study too hard (33-34). Brooke is impressed
with her mother's lecture because Carolyn usuallly refuses
to discuss anything serious. Once when Brooke asked her a
question about God, Carolyn changed the subject to flower
arrangements (32). Any topic not related to temporal matters
is taboo to Brooke's mother so no comfort or understanding
about Charles will come from her.
At college, Brooke finds that her roommate,

Diana, will

be the perfect person to imitate for her life plan. Anne
Goodwyn Jones explains the success of Brooke's early college
life:

"At the university, she succeeds: she is pinned to a

Beta, has joined a sorority, and has a best friend, Diana,

goals, Broke has satisfied her mother's ideal tor the
perfect southern girl. Brooke temporarily buries herself in

These remissions involve B,·ooke's relationships with
pe:.•op 1 t::

,,,,ho

.. 1... ,�:
...
,,,

n,......, 't..

·� ... 1., 't..
pd

,•,.,., f'·

I
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1 J.. r·
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l ..i:.111
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One:

'
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only threat I had. Elizabeth never knew what she was doing.
She could go into a neat room, any room, and have it
completely wrecked by the time she left, without any effort
on her part at all" (61 ). Brooke honestly likes Elizabeth
with her genuine self even though she knows Elizabeth is the
antithesis of the goddess Diana.
A second threat is David Golden, an overweight student
who silently works crossword puzzles on a bench with Brooke.
One day the real Brooke, as opposed to the Brooke without a
plan, actually talks to him even though she knows he is a
loser. They are discussing th e crossword puzzle and
liter ature when one of her sorority sisters walks by and
gives Brooke a disparaging look. Brooke never goes back to

( 74···75)
.
. " tt
...11r.
j thrt::.'.'i::1t t.o E-:roof,:e'�c- pli.�1f.:.tic serenity occurs when
.

ti

Diana tries to talk about her father's alcoholism. Brooke
' I didn't want to hear about it.
pretends not to hear her. '

I

knew it would mess up my life plan if Diana turned out to be
re c.1 1

Et f

t.. er

C:i

1 1 , l :i.ke E l iz i::1 b ti.' t. h and D av i d Go 1 cl t::_. n " ( ::: 0 :i . Ju s t

as Brooke's mother refuses t.o ta lk about anything real so
does Brooke refuse to listen openly to Diana or see her as

h1'2 l" v :i.I' •J :i.n :i.t.y t.o hr.· r fr ;:1 t1.:.:.. r'n :i. ty boy fr :l t::.' i'10::I, l·iouH t. ..::,r1 . I.: i::.:, i:;,,:.,f·: 1· . .'
cannot even call him by

his real name but insla8d us�s his

1 l

hometown.] She thinks,

"It's a bad night for this kind ot

Brooke has a headache and for another thing, she has on too
many clothes" (82). When Brooke is about to engage in the
most intimate of all human activities, she refers to herself
in third person and watches the action as if she were a
spectator rather than a participant. Each time they have
sex, Brooke marks it on her calendar with an X, but it still
means nothing to her. "It was not that I thought all those
X's were in any way significant. It was more that I

Before going home for Christmas, Brooke does two things
which show that she 1s at least trying to wrest control of
her life from Houston, Diana, and her mother . First of all,
she qoes to buy Houston a Christmas present, but instead,
she buys herself a paperweight. The paperweight gives Brooke

.
ar·,cl rr,ai:::le c.1 s.t.orl'I',. I t.urr-1t2d :i.t. ur::,s:i.dt"-' dowr, c�nd <shook 1·.,ard,
then righted it and watched the snow swirl and settle,
covering my whole town'' (92). Brooke keeps the paperweight
tor the rest of her freshman year and makes it snow whenever

she feels that if she can contro l her physical �nvironmcnt-

1
2
and self-willed rather than controlled by those around her
occurs when she tries, for the first time, to initiate sex
with Houston in the snow.He is horrified that his virginal
B rooke would be the a�gressor.

In the twisted mores of the

modern South in which Brooke finds herself, fraternity boys
expected their girlfriends to sleep with them but, by God,
the girl better not enjoy it.

When Brooke goes home for

Christmas, it is with the fearful knowledge that Houston has
his pin back, and Diana will be moving into the sorority
house. Brooke's life plan is not working very we ll.
After Christmas, Brooke moves in with Elizabeth and
adapts her life plan to reflect Elizabeth's ways, although
she feels that some of her own personality is coming
through.

"I had gotten so good with the life plan, revised

by that time, that a lot of what I said was always reflex.
It used to be what Diana would say. Now it was what
Elizabeth would say, with a lot of me thrown in'' (138).
Meeting Bentle y irrevocably changes Brooke .

Bentley is a

traveling evangelist's son, and it is he who saves Broke
from her life plan. When she Moves in with him, she realizes
that her decision is one that neither her mother nor Diana
would approve: however, it is the right decision for Brooke.
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mental state: nAs the 1960's closed Smith was a young
married woman taking her place in society. She no doubt
wondered how she would fit in and, given the strength of her
imagination, why she would even want to n ( Lee Smith 36)
Through Monica, then, Smith explores the role of the young
southern woman whose ident.ity is based on her husband's and
society's expectations of her.
In

Fancy Strut Smith uused material she gathered

covering Tuscaloosa's sesquicentennial celebration ... u The
novel ushows anxiety over what might be possible in society
for an intelligent and creative young woman'' (Combs Hill,
Lee Smith 9). Monica's life and expectations mirror the
author's early marriage and life and reveal an existence
void of personal fulfillment or expression. As the novel
opens, Monica is a woman imprisoned in her own home and

Monica what she was going to do and did it while Monica,
cowed, crept around the house and tried to keep out of her

even suggested to her husband that she does not need

house.
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maid.
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attractive asset to her husband.
function except to be an

Anne Goodwyn Jones says that the major theme of Fancv

characters'] distance from themselves, a distance maintained
by their delusions or fancy strut. Monica Neighbors, who
could be an older Brooke, has married Manly to 'take care of
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depth of character . Smith explores
than have any kind of
f
the novel as Crystal observes hersel in
this theme early in
room:
a mirror in a darkened

shadow, back lighted... Who is
She sees herself in
7 She sees long bright hair and
there in the mirror
no nose, no mouth. Moonlight
no face, no eyes,
quilt. Who 7 she wonders, shaping
spre ads over the
mouth she doesn't have. Who ?
the word with the

ticism
most tragic character, and more cri
Crystal is Smith's
� ,· than an•y' other.
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e:,-,:plores- I-,er·
rallels among Susan Tobey, Brooke
Buchanan sees pa
se
h
al Spangler. She finds that eac of the
Kincaid, and Cryst
disabused of childhood innocence ... A dreamy,
artistic child,

Crystal wants only to laugh, sing,

and be happy. Like Susan's her fantasy ends with
family dissolution; she abruptly comes to the end
of childhood when her father dies. Crystal

e

sense

of loss of direction aft.er her father's death

well-defined attempt by
s Crystal as a more
see
tic
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This
em e
willinqi ess l� G 0
to terms with the f �l s's
to
me
o
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Smith

am
twelve-year old Crystal is a dre ; child, who 11�0s to
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catch lightning bugs and fantasizs about moving to Mexico or
California. Already forces are at work for the soul of
Crystal Spangler . Her parents are polar opposites who fight
to influence their daughter. Hill explains this conflict
within Crystal's home:

ucrystal's home is a paradigm for

dissociated sensibility. Her manipulative and relentlessly
pragmatic mother is all matter; her withdrawn and isolated
u
father is all spirit (Lee Smith 41). Crystal's father,

Grant, is an alcoholic dreamer who has slowly withdrawn from
the temporal world to live in the darkened frpnt room
readi· ng poe t·.ry. 1�,er r,·,,_·1·t.,'-,1:�.·,,

- - is a realist who has

Lf_1·,•Q·,-,Q

already saved money for Crystal's education.

In fact., she

seems to have planned her daughter's life to include
fulfilling all of her own unrealized dreams.
Lorene considers her plans for her daughter:
Crystal will grow up to be somebody; Lorene will
see to that. Crystal will go to a fine school on
that rivet money. She will marry a doctor . But
whatever she does, she will be somebody special,
because Lorene is raisinq her that way.

rising above them.

Of

all three women suffer from their mothers' inabilities to
face reality or to see their daughters as more than another
chance to rectify their own mistakes. Similarly, each girl
fights to become her own person.
The seeds of isolation which will eventually choke
Crystal are planted early. Her budding beauty

attracts

stares and guarantees her popularity. She is "always in a

(8). Hill describes this same distance surrounding Lee Smith

to them and ye� she was distanced too... (6). Crystal's
insularity is very similar to Lee Smith's in that while they
are both part of the popular crowd, they both feel alienated
to a certain extent.
In high school, Crystal seems t.o follow her mother's
dreams for her . She makes cheerleader, and she goes steady
with Roger Lee Combs, a football star from a respectable
family. Nevertheless, Crystal is still acut.ely aware that
her life is not her own to control:
High school is like a movie that Crystal has almost
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mother's daughter. She tells him she has to finish high
school and be in a pageant the next weekend. Just as Brooke
rejects Bentley, so Crystal is unable to follow her own

Brooke, she lacks the courage for relationship with its
requisite honesty and confrontation. She cannot trust the
voice inside her, the insistence of Eros, that tells her

mother's dreams of pageants. Outward appearance is more
important than inward reality.

Like l<c�f•fi·n in "Ton,0 Uf':S:- of F:i.re,'·' Cr-y<::.ti:'11 i�=- attr;:,1ctt.�d tr:::, thi.=.•
charismatic pull of evangelical religion. Listening to the
preacher makes her feel like she felt when she was with
Mack . She diligently studies the Bible for several weeks,
but her religious fervor soon cools. Crystal's salvation
will not come from the church.
Although Crystal has rejected Roger Lee, Mack, and
religion, she is still searching for her identity. However,
she does not look within herself, but rather she expects to
find herself reflected in the lives or

expectations of

others. On the way to the state be8uty pageant, Cryst-81
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to make you happy, Crystal n (209). He insinuates that
Crystal could never be ha ppy without him to provide for all
her desires and needs.Paradoxically, he refuses ta
consummate their physical union until he has left his wife
officially. Kalb sees this denial as
the climax of his rape--not finishing his
seduction. Had they bedded then and there, perhaps
Crystal would have seen him more clearly and
realized the preposterousness of his
sudden proposal. But his reticence to go any
further keeps her tied to him,

wanting him, or at

least what he seems to offer.
By saying yes to Roger Lee, Crystal is saying no to any
chance she has for self-determination; Roger will take care
of everything now.
Smith next shows Crystal as the wealthy politician's
wife whose entire life is scheduled and controlled by Roger
Lee and his entourage of political lackeys.

Like Monica

Neighbors in Fancy Strut, Crystal feels helpless and useless
in her own home. Somebody else takes care of everything for
her . She even considers telling Roger that she feels like i::tn
actor in a play, but she is afraid he will not love her
c1nyrni:::,r1c-.:!.
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Because Crystal is not strong enough to fight the outside
forces, she surrenders to total passivity.
longer act, but simply be.
Dorothy Combs Hill in an interview with Lee Smith points
out that,

"'In Crystal, you [Smith] faced down a lifelong

struggle with passivity. And that you think it is something
good southern girls are taught, to fulfill other people's
expectaions and forget about their own'" (10-11 ).

Smith

replied that every character comes from some part of one's
self.

Like Smith, Crystal had lived her life accroding to

other's p recepts--her moth er's and then Roger Lee's. To gain
control, she paralyzes herself mentally and physically,
denying anyone else access to her psyche, her body, or her

Two characters from Ora l Hi�tory, Dory and Pearl, also
fit in this classification of females whose desires are
thrawrted by their society and/or family. Dory, like Crystal
and Smith herself, is a golden girl, possessing an other
world beauty.

Unlike Crystal or Smith, she is not. t.rapped by

an overbearing mother's aspirations nor by a man's desire to
control her.

Instead, her doom is foreord8ined by a family

by the c 1 O!::-t�..... 1,:: n .:i t ignor' i::1nc ""' c,1nd !::, t.ul:::,bor·n w 1 .I. 1 ,:::, f he:,·

The central woman in Oral Histor�, Dory,
is ... helpless and unable to break out of the bonds
of family and place to be what she wants. Like
Crystal, Dory asserts herself with
self-destruction. When her daughter Pearl does
attempt to shape her life positively, she fails
perhaps because she has had no ro le models to show

Dory's only chance to escap e comes in the person of
Richard Burlage , a Richmond school teacher who has come

.L

"'

l, l,,.f

educate and uplift the ignorant mounta in children of
southwest Virg inia. He inevitably falls in live with Dory.
After they have slept together, he promises to take her away
from the mountains to Richmond to live in a fine home with
beautiful things fit for Dory. This dream is never realized,
f or Richard is run out of town because of his sexual
relationship with Dory. Tragically, Dory never receives his
letters asking her to join him in Richmond because her
t=· :, ·..1 t·...::..t .t· . ·,<==.. :rs,. bt.=.,·f ,:::,rt:;: Dor-,11 t=,,-.,-er
Cl1··· r.·:..1 1v1,·=,1t:.=: i:::lt=:�,-t.r.-.-..·,,1c:
. 1···,...
I ....:. ·t·.

Dory give s birth to twin daughters, Maggie and Pearl,
who are Richard's children. Dory lat.er marries lit.tie Luth�r
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presents two female characters whose dreams go unnurtured by
their families and who meet tragic ends.
Family Linen (1985) is similar to Fancv Strut in it.s
comic undertones, and one of its characters, Myrtle,

could

easily be a Susan Tobey, a Brooke Knicaid, or a Monica
Neighbors, facing middle age . She is married to the perfect
man, a doctor; they live 1n a large house with three
children; they work hard on their marriage and communicat.ion
with their children: and they are both having affairs. Dr.
Don has been sleeping with Myrtle's sister, Candy, off and
on for twenty years while Myrtle hits a mid-life crisis and
starts an affair with her exterminator. Combs Hill comments
on Myrtle's character:
Myrtle has grown up with an image of what
traditional life shoul d be and she has accomplished
1t too well. Like so many of Smith's rigidly
conventional characters, she is trapped
in society's image and cannot imagine a way out.
When she is close to the insight that allowing
h,2rs.f,
1'
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healing connection to her own experierce,
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into her mother's house where she, presumably, will continue
to live her life as patterned by Gnnd Housekeeping and
:3outher·n i iv ir-,q.
At the end of the novel, Myrtle

complacently thinks of

Creek, where Don and Myrtle will live for the rest of their
lives in this house on the hill at the end of town, and even
Myrtle likes it now u (284). By moving into her mother's
house, Myrtle is symbolically takinq on her mother's idea
that maintaining a good appearance is the most important

A final character who evinces the mirror image is Rose

Devil's Dream (1992). Rose Annie is a daughter of the Bailey
family, a clan influenced by music, religion, and love

Time." He says,

urheir religious faith is strong and usually

sustains them, but for the sake of a man, or a woman, or for
the sake of music they will turn their backs on their church
beliefs and follow the willful ardencies that lead t.hem

Rose Annie turns her back on all that she holds dear·.

f.::;::11lf:1y boys, i:�ost2 Ar·,ni1:::• i�;; :ind1.,1lq1.,.:.,d

c:1nd pro'\'.1.,•<:tE.·J unt.i. .l. ., , .1,1.1

falls in love with Johnny Rainette. He seems to h8ve 21
influence on Rose Annie

· . ·
s 1 rn 1 ..1 i:,1 r ·:I .,:::, that wh:ich Charles has
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on Brooke in Something in the Wind. Rose Annie comments on

everything I knew, and try as I might,

I can't remember a

time in my childhood when he wasn't there... Cousin, brother ,
heart of my heart, best friend.. _

u

(136). She is completely

dependent on him and plans to marry him until an older
cousin finds Johnny in Rose Annie's bed. Once her pregnancy
is discovered,

Johnny is banished.

Rose Annie is sent. out

of town to have their baby, who dies shortly after birth.
After a nervous breakdown, Rose Annie returns home to
try to resume her life without Johnny. Buddy Rush is waiting
to take over taking care of Rose Annie.
Buddy is real good to me and I know it.

I can't

imagine what would

he hE1dr1' t

come along and married me when he did. It saved my

try to be the best wife I can, as I said, but I
swear there's this black empty place right down
inside me ever since Johnny left.
Buddy's idea of help ing Rose Annie is to control every facet
of her life. For example, he completely builds and furnishes

else to run it bec�use Rose Annie is so foraetful.

children with Buddy, bu t always in the b0ck of her mind, she

thinks Johnny may come back for her one day. He does just
that after Rose Annie hears him singing on the radio and
calls;. him.
Buddy's mother's comments on Rose Annie's desertion
demonstrate the extent to which Buddy has gone to control
her life:

"I feared Buddy would not be able to take it, and

would lose everything--his heart, his business, his whole
life that he had worked do hard to build for Rose Annie"
(·1·�➔ 2).

The lc::'lst preposition,

Buddy wc1s not bu i 1 d :i n,;i

,:1

for,t.ell!:', the •.,,iholE.• story.

1 if e with hi S;. .,,i :i.fe.. He •.,,ic1S:. derry' in,:;_i
1

her intelligence and humanity by making all the decisions
and controlling every aspect of her life.
Rose Annie frees herself from Buddy's control only to
give herself once again to Johnny. She describes her

would do whatever he said,

I'd go with him wherever he

went . .. and then I remembered who I had been all along,
.Johnny's •;Ji r 1 , c:l'i"·,d so I wc1s. a1li Vi0.• then... " ( 20S) . Roi,�e P,r,n ii.'."
escapes the shadow of one master only to reenslave herself
with another. She seems unable to survi1e on her own.

big country music stc1rs. However,

no dream last.s forever,

alcohol, drugs, and women.
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claiming Johnny is the father of her baby, Rose Annie kills
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him.

When the police come, she blames the murder on an

imaginary little girl who accompanies her in times of
trouble.

She tells the policeman: ''Oh no, she is no� good,

my little girl, she is willful and bad, but she takes good
care of me, and I have to be taken care of.

I do. Somebody

has got to take care of me'' (206). Even after she has killed
her lover for whom she has deserted a husband and children,
Rose Annie is unable to accept that responsibility.
She blames the crime on the little girl inside her,

the

one who was never allowed to become her own person, who went
from being protected by Daddy to controlled by Buddy to
being used by Johnny. Rose Annie B ailey, like the other
mirrors of lee Smith's fiction, fails to find her own image
or voice.

From the children Susan and Karen who try fantasy

and religion to Brooke, Crystal, Monica, Dory, and Pearl who
rely on their mothers, society, or their men to limn them,
none can find her own voice. None grows in any real way.
They are simply the reflections of those around them.
this vision which Smith rejects in heY· novels.
vision must replace these tragedies.

Another

It is

Chapter 2

The Pluggers

A second type of female character who inhabits Smith's
f iction is one who is mired in her everydayness, who lacks
imagination, who is dutiful and judgmental, and who is as
recognizable to readers as the nosy neighbor or the
persnickety aunt. They are the no-nonsense self-righteous
drudges of everyday life. These characters are seldom happy
and often attempt to sour the lives of Smith's other
characters. They are foils to both the women who mirror
other's lives as well as those who illuminate Smith's ideal
of the fulfilled female. They are the pluggers of Smith's
fiction.
The first plugger appears in Smith's first novel
Something in the Wind.

She is Liz, Brooke Kincaid's older,

married, settled sister. Liz's efficient complacency is a
trait with which she seems to have been born. According to

have one' ... Liz was old when she was born and she had always

fantasy and imagination. To skip childhood is to fail to
develop the c�pacity to imagine. This l�ck of

invent.iveress

is one of the most. salient features of Smith's plu9ger�.
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Because Liz has her own life so well organized and

regulated, she feels no compunction in attempting to bring
this same order to the lives of her family.
Frances Pitt of Family Linen has the same basic
personality of Liz: she is simply an older version.
H;:.:1rriette C. E:uchc.1nan e:,-,:plici:lr·,s. her chi::tractt::_:.r:
Pitt is the overstuffed,

"1'1r·s.. 1= "1�2nc:e�::.

overzealous stage mother. The high

point of her life comes when her daughter Theresa wins the
Fancy Strut contest over Sharon Dubois, daughter of
Frances's cousin and rival of long-standing, Sandy'' (329).
Poor unimagin ative Frances does not realize that although
her daughter has won the majorette competition, Sandy has
won Frances's husband Bob through a seedy hotel affair.
Bo b contemplates his wife's stolid character as he lies
1n bed with Sandy:
Frances had been around, in his class, for as long
as he could remember. Frances was the girl who
always read the minutes at at the meetings and
played the piano in assembly... Bob saw her off and
on for years and then finally asked her to marr;
him. She was the f:ind of girl he needed; he �new
t 1···1 i:l t. by th f.'.': r·, . ::::; h 1:'.': w i::l s rt'.',: 1 i •J i ,:::, u £,, i::t , .I
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fo r any endearing personality traits. He marries lhe form ,:::,f

the woman rather than the person, but that could be.because
there is only form to Frances. Like Liz, she lacks
i rf,C:i•;J in,.:i tion
Her understanding of men qives insight into her
li:.ickluster rf1i:.'li"•ria,Je:

"Mt?n �,,1er·e to be c;:1ter·t::1d t.o, c:1nd

tolerated, and secretly maligned N (154). Clearly, she has no
idea of how to maintain or nurture a loving relationship so
it is not surprising that her husband turns to the bubbly,
spontaneous Sandy for an affair.
Even after Bob reveals his pli:.ins of running away with
Sandy to Florida, Frances never pauses for self-examination:
she only thinks of maintaining appearances:
Frances stumbled along, filled with curious
exalti:.ition. Her only daughter was going to be an
old maid school teacher. Her own husband was going
to run off with another woman, her very own cousin
that she had hated all her life. But she was going
t.o sit in a special box [at the sesquicentennial
celebration] with the mayor's wife and the
Lieutenant Governor of Alabama and all the other
dignitaries and hold her head up high. Just see if
sh0:-: cl :i. dn' t, in �=-Pi t.1'::.' of i:,1ll t.htc.' i::1w f u l th ir •]S:·
everybody was doing to her.
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I

Agnes stands for the status quo, for the humdrum existence
of women who always do their duty and always do th� right
thing as dictated by the society in which they live.
From early on in the novel, Agnes feels the need to take

some har d thing inside her that Agnes and Babe [Agnes's
sister} were born with. Agnes watches out for Crystal, and

Although healthy friendship is usually based on
similarities and shared characteristics, Agnes and Cryst.al's
relationship is one rooted in p olar needs and expectations.
Crystal evidently needs to be cared for, and Agnes expects
to have to watch out for her.

It is a co-dependent

rel2.tions.hip.

but she loses Cryst al when she goes away to college and then
moves in with a wild, doomed poet. Meanwhile, Agnes, after
graduating from Virginia Tech, returns to Black Rock,
dutifully cares for her ailing and aging parents,

and buys

and runs several small bus ines ses. She is quite successful
in the financial arena, but she is less so in love and
personal relationships.

mourns her own missed opportunities. She wonders if �h� too
could have found someone if she had not closed the door on

4.5
the carpet salesman or if she had visited her aunt in
Knoxville. She reprimands herself for momentary weakness:
'' ... but you didn't do it, you didn't go, and so you never
know, and looking back it's hard ta say when the important
things happened or even what they were because all the days
went along so fast back then, like vJ,c1ter undt,•r the br·idi;ie n
(152). For just a short while, Agnes has stepped out of her
judgmental, holier-than-thou stance and admitted her
loneliness. After Crystal and her boyfriend leave,

uAgnes

grows full of unforced fury, of a sudden nameless loss. An
unaccustomed, perverse little trickle of tears comes out of
the corners of her eyes and leaks down into her hair'' (161 )_
Unwillingly, Agnes seems to realize that being a successful
businesswoman and dutiful daughter are not the most
important things in life. She has missed the joy and the
love.
Her self-examination is short-lived, however. When
Crystal withdraws from the world into self-imposed
catatonia, Agnes happily helps take care of her. She blames
Crystal's mental condition on her refusal to marry Roger Lee
the first time and on her education,
c arnf2 hol'l'1f,: 11

(

"but Agnes is Llad she

23.' :)). (.),;inf:::s St:::t�•ri",�, to f 1,::f2 l t.hc:1 t Ci Y!"t.,:1 l 's

.
vJ i 1 dnt.'2�:;s; ( ,::1bi l i t.y to :i l'l'l c:\g i Ti:
t :.' ) i':\ nd r i.',· f US\c::\ .l t.,:::, l'i'I i'.I' ) y H " "Jt:.·, r
11
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.,, 1·.:!i:h.: .t .

clisturbt.':!d psychol,:11::;iiccd s=,t.i::1 t.e. Un t.he ,:,t.her hi::1 nd, (),;:.ini,':!:!1 1 �!,
lack of irnagination and rigidity have left. her,

like Fr�nces
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Pitt, self-satisfied and alone.
In Oral History, Ora Mae is to Dory what A�nes is to
Crystal, her dark side. Like Agnes, Ora Mae is heavy,
dutiful,

judgmental,

jealous, and unfulfilled. Rosalind 8.

.
F·•,,=::
,· � l l ..·1 y , in an articlt2 entitled "Qr-·,::,l History:
Circle
Always working against t.he free operation of
imagination, Ora Mae represents the reality
principle in Hoot Owl Holler ... She is the land,
silent, unyielding, inexorable. Hardheaded and
practical, Ora Mae is the single most powerful
representation in the novel of the movement back to
the concrete, back to the land after drearos have
flown off to the moon.
D r a M i:,1 t.c! ,

.
.J 1 it: e I.. 1. z, Frances, and Agnes is mired in duty,

self-righteouness, and dreamless self-sacrifice.
Even in childhood, Ora Mae is solemn and seems to stand
apart. from t.he other children. Smith describes her demeanor:
"Ora Mae walked by herself, a bit removed from t.he other
children though she was only six or so, but. already she
looked older, with that smooth closed face like
her mother's and that way they both had of lookinQ 8W8Y wh01
-: t7•.·''
c::-.·.1 .·11·...· ,1.
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so
as she sets out the trash on a Tuesday morning n (19). Smith
has created a very interesting simile here with Sybill
equating men with trash and the decision to be alone with
putting the trash out. To Sybill, men are dross, a necessary
though expendable part of life.
Lately though, she has been fantasizing about a neighbor
in the apartment complex she manages. The closest she has
come to approaching him occurs when she lets herself into
his apartment and buries her face in his socks. However, she
quickly leaves when she sees his hair on the bathroom sink.
It is as if the idea of a man is fine, but the reality of

uFor her, all that matters is order, structure, and
division .

. She does not want anything to touch or penetrate

the wall of protection she has built around herself .
Each chapter of Family Linen is told from the point at
view of a different character. In this manner, the reader
sees the same situation, people, and actions, from several
viewpoints. From Fay, Sybill's mentally deranged aunt whose
chapters are stream of consciousness and mesh th� pre:ent
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(7::n . l_ike Liz and Dr21 Mi.=:it.::, '.::ybill has s.1-:::tpped

entirely childhood and its fantasy and wonder.
Sybill's sister Candy comments on the same idea:

"Candy

remembered Sybill sittinq inside with Mother while all the
rest of them went out to play in the snow. Sybill didn't
want to get wet, or cold, or dirty. She wouldn't eat snow
cream either . She thought it might have germs" (110). Her
attitude is very similar to Agnes's about Mexico. To avoid
the cold pleasure of snowcream melting quickly on the tongue
because of possible germs is analogous to the way she is
living her life--bundled away from the pain of life but also
shielded from the pleasure .
Although the hypnotism has halted her headaches,

the

revelations about her family which came from it have caused
her and her family a great deal of pain. Sybill decides she
would rather have headaches. "The pursuit of truth is worse
than heada ches in the long run, being more painful, and
br in,;i in,_;;i its
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(149). She would prefer to live in her isolated, ordered
l:i.ft."1 than fc:�ce tht.:: mt::i,;i;;;y t.r1.,1t.h of ht.:•l' f;:;1rn:i.ly'•:;; pi:,1f.'it.
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Chapter 3

The Flashlights

"There -' s t•,1,10 th i n,;_is I likt? to de, bl'.':' ttE,,. r tl.. ·,21 n

i::1

r,y thi r,g

else in this world, even at my age-and one of them is talk
You all ci:�r-, 9uE2s.s. whc.'lt . t..l.. ·,e oth1:0.. r :i. �=- " ( 237) . :::;o op1::··,-,�,.
:::;aJ.ly'�::;. story in

Lt'?t'?

:;:;rnith's:. Or·c'll Hi�=:.tory. :::;c:lll·/'s:. qL1ote

reveals several aspects of her character. First of all,
Sally has maintained her sense of humor through a multitude
of farnily difficulties. She has accepted the truth of her
past and has gone on with the living. Secondly, Sally is a
woman comfortable with her body and one of its intended
purposes.

She is willing to nurture and receive love. She is

a strong person who has made her own decisions and mistakes
without relying on anyone else for censure or approval. She
is the first of Smith's flashlights,

female characters who

are the author's end product in a search for the whole ,
self-actualized female.
Sally's is the last voice telling the stories of the
Cantrell family. Appropriately, she is in bed with her
second husband Roy as she tells him about her family -their
hates, loves, births,

fates, and deaths. As she relates her

farnily history, her own narrative and personality emerge.
her "=•t.".' 1 f �:-e:,-,:ua 11 y c�nd 1 :i.n•JLA i,,,, tic ,':l 11 '/ c:l nd t.hu�,. c: i:;:,n�,i tr· u c: t.s .il
-r·,av i !,� :i on;:,1 ry n21 r l'' cl t j_ vi':,.• bi.c1�;:;t:.,. d, on tht.,i i,�u t.hf.�nt. :i city i::,'f h,..:•r' i::.,1,,,n
£�>q:::,er:i.£�r·,ci.=2" (21). Unl .i kf'--'' tl"'1f:'." r,·,:i.rror chc:ll"'c:lCt.lc':r�:;; wl.,·:,
. .::,n.ly
reflect the expectations of others or the pluggers who have
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no expectations except to complete their duties, Sally and
the other flashlights empower themselves through facing the
truth of their past.
Dale says that Sally is able to escape the curse of the
Cc:1ntrl?lls r.:iecau!:-e
: she is o:,ble to nar,-,e it (32).

''F'eop1e Sc:1y

they're [her family] haunted and they are--every one of them
all eat up 1Jith ,1,1antin,:;i sor,-,et.hing t.1-- ,t=_.y 1--,c:,ve·,-·,'t ,;_;iot.'' (2:;:·::n .
1

1

Because Sally sees life, its opportunities and downfalls
realistically, she is not doomed like Dory or Pearl to
unhappiness and untimely death.
As a child,

Sally was quite dutiful. She compares

herself to Ora Mae in her diligence and hard work. Sally
says she worked so hard because
n1 knew we had Mamma with us on borrowed time, she
was so clearly waiting . .. but a place inside her
was empty that we couldn't fill... It made me work
as hard as I could--! was a little girl like an
old, old woman, that. is probably why I turned into
a woman too much like a girl .... (248)
Because Sally was afraid of losing her mother to her
powerful desires, she works hard to make her mother's life
ec,l f.=- i t?r. C:ontr ary to Or 21 Mae' i;; i,;;ol f2rnn c: hi 1dl···,.:,od which se1:'. .•11·,r:,
an innate part of her nature, Sally is a serious,
hc:lrd--- ,v,:,r·king child because of lov1:,! for her r,-,otl""1t'::r·. ·::111: w ..:lt.:
1

t .ryin•J t. o fi 11 t.he v oid :L n ht-?l' m,::.,tl···,E.•r ·'
Mae kept Dory and Richard apart.

i;;;

.lift'::

1i",i:.ldc.:

wh,:: r Lll

i::l

However, no one can make another person happy. Dory
walked out of the house one day during a storm and committed
suicide on the train tracks. With her mother's death, Sally
begins to change. She still tries to take care oi the house

duties.

Sally quits school at fifteen bnd gets a job in

town, but she is unable to leave hoot Owl Holler completely.

still not leave them C�er family] entirely ... as long as

live h�� own life.

jockey, goes through several bad relationships, and then
returns to the mountains with a child. She gets an

being the dutiful wife--going to church and the Hom�

tirecl of putt.in(J up c:1 fr·ont. You c:;::1n put. up i::1 fr·oi"",t f,:::,r·

not want. to play a part false to her true self.

like you always knew what you wanted and you always did it

independence, strength, and self-will.
Sally tells Roy the rest of the story of Pearl, her high
school lover, and Billy's murder. Roy tells her that she has

yet! ... That's the past... It's nothing to talk about now. Now

Unlike Crystal or Rose Annie, Sally does not let the past
color her present. She faces her family's tragic history as
well as her own mistakes and lives with

joy in the present.

Reilly comments on Sally's life:
She and her husband, Roy, appear to have a truly
happy home and loving union uncomplicated by
illusions like those which clouded the
relationships of her relatives. Sally seems free
of the dreams which possessed them,

free to talk

free of false ideas of herself, and opt.imistic about what

C:1::1)

and Nettie, who are also fully actualized. Buchanan

:.1.
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·r·1=::ite·,..- c."ltt:�•s thi�:::. ide<:�:

"The stron,;i 1JC•r111:::!n i:::,f f:·i''11'1'1:i.1•'1 v.Jor11f.'!n c:n··e
1

Nettie and Candy, who, from the first, are not afraid to
buck social convention and be themselves: only they remain
e�=::.s.f':·,--i-t.i,::\ l. l y unch,.:in,.Jed fror,, the novel'<:::. bE!gir"i'n .i l"'i•;;:J ti:::, thl'.� er,d''
(343). A� opposed to Myrtle and Sybill, who are caught in
society's expectations, Candy and Nettie act according to
their own precepts.
Cc:-tr·,dy c.:idri-,:.i ts the t.r·uth of her

0 1_,..n

ni:d.. ur0,•: "Tl..·,e trouble

with Candy is, she's always done exactly what she feels
like, that's just the way she is "(111 ). Candy may see her
own impulsivity as a weakness, but it is also her salvation.
Because she is unafraid,

uncaring, and unhindered about

getting anyone else's approval, she is free. She can make up
her own failures and successes.
And she has had failures of a sort. She eloped when she
was very young and pregnant. That husband was killed in the
Vietnam War. She had another child by another man who 1s
never named in the novel. But even those failures are
successes because one of her children is an art teacher and
the other is in law school. Myrtle and Sybill are puzzled by
their success because they fail to see Candy as any kind 0t
sue CE.'.•i:;;�:,.ful H1othe,,·1�. Dr-,e t::!Sf:St.,,.nt:ii'.11 di f fr.. r·t':!l"\Cr':! bt:ttvJt.'.•.' t:n .l'. he
i;;;uc: c 1'2'::,.\;:; of "� c hc:1 r·,::1c: tt.'2r 1 :i k 0,:,, Ci:.1ndy i::1nd th\�.• .t. ri::1•:;Jl'.,!dy i:::o'f' , .. :,n\•.':
1 :i. k i':.' C rys tc:1 l or '.::;yb i 11
r,, :ls t.,:11< t°.::'S i:\ nd

•;J<::11::.'

1s

th.;,1t Ci::1ndy .,1 cc: ,'1'. :pt�;;.

s or, ,,,Jit.1 ·--, ht',• r l i f (�•.

her down with regre t.

H12 r

hi.'.1Y'

t i":11.1, J. t..i.:: ,:, 1 ,, I

p i::1�;t. .J,..:it·� ,, ni::, t.

1,,c-

l �Jl'i

Life i� qood for Candy, and she is unafraid of the
future, even of death.

n

□ ying

doesn't bother her, but all

she's got time for is the here and now, which is plenty
enough, and more than enough for her n (l14). The future is no
more threat to her than is the past.
Another trait of the flashlights is their joy in
everyday life.
lives.

They have purpose and self-will in their

Combs Hill confirms this trait in Candy:
Her warm openness to life is the countrepoise to
Sybill's rigidity and Myrtle's illusions. Candy
sees things clearly and accepts them. She does not
refuse to enter human suffering... In Candy Smith
finds a character to affirm what she wants to
affirm. Candy has generosity of spirit.
Nonjudgmental, she accepts her own feelings and

For example, she accepts her twenty-year on-again, off-again
affair with her sister's husband, Don. She does not want to
nor does she expect anything more from their

marry Don,

relationship than the warm comfort they give each other.
Sometimes months or years pass between the times lhey see
each other,

but those lapses do not bother Candy. ''I l's up

to him. She's here. And it ha s suited her loo, sine� sh�
doe!'�r1' t Wi:,1r-,t i:1 r·e,;iulcir rr,r.,in--CE1ndy l:i.kt:,:�,; rf,t.'::n, but sl·,1.:.:: ,..l,:-:,,·::•-:1,' 1.
vJc:ll"lt c,ne.

:=;ht?·· s b1?y,:::,nd rfic:1k :i. n,;;J p .I.c1n�; or f i :,-,: :l 11.:J u i:;, t..h
1

·t

h,.:,1.1�,1\'.:,

or asking somebod y what the; think about somelh'ng in t..he

paper u (117). This then i= another salient feature of the
flashlight charact.er; she does not depend on a man for
definition. Unlike Crystal or Brooke, who derive their
identity from the men they are with, Candy and the other
stronq Smith women make up their own lives.
In an interview with Dorothy Combs Hill. Lee Smith
asserts Candy's importance in Family Linen:

. . The

character who is the most important character to me--and the
most successful, well-integrated person-is Candy ...She
functions as an artist in the book ..

_ u

(Interview Southern

characters into everyday vocations. For example, Candy is a
beautician,

and Florrie makes cakes in the short story
It is as if they learn more and know more and

care more about people because they deal with them in
everyday, mundane functions.

To Smith, t hey are artists

because they create beauty from common materials like hair
or flour which are closer to the average person's
underst.anding and experience than sculpt.ure or modern art.
These everyday artists create art from simple subjects,

just

as lee Smith creates heroines from her common characters who
are easily recognizable in everyday life.
Anot.her of Smith's heroines, Net.tie, has the
lec.:;i,,;..-t.h,;\r,-·-,_:J l i,11"i"1 <::<r- <::<Li'.'� j c:,b of r' ur·1n i. nq
thf,� Dnf-'-' :3t.op. :::;\. ·1 f-.': hi re!:,. youn,;:;i
r E,1 i �",;f,•':::• t. hl'01'1', j uc.,. t

c:1 i:;

!:::,ht:':

tr

rf1f,.)n

i,'1

1::;.1:.;,. r-v

.i c 1'.'·'-'

\::i t.i::1

t.. i. on <.: i:;1 .I. .l l':.,· 1::I

tc, p1.,1mp i:;;Ji,'1!':> i':1nd t.!"11'.'.':n

i c�d to r' i::1 i ',,i::: l··,r,� r' nl'.:,,pl"'iti'�J

i'.�r

thu r
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She has been married three times and all of her life has
taken care of people
kids;
Fay,

including her sister Elizabeth and her

Clinus, the retarded son of her third husband; and
her mentally defective sister .

delusions about life and its vagaries. "I'll take it all,
whatever comes, it's the way I am. Ain't nothing else coming
the way I see it, so you might as well take what you can
get. Take it all" (225). She does what she wants to without

another woman's husband, and don't regret any of it, to this
day.

You do what you have to do" (239). Unlike other Smith

characters,

Nettie has no false ideas about herself or her

family. She takes the love and the tragedy and survives. She

flr.�f::-hli•;Jhts,

1s ,:1n hont2f.st, lovinq, <:::.t.ron(J s,.urvivor . Th,.=:2

their bitter view of life.
Another such survivor is Ivy Rowe, the main character
and writer of the letters which comprise Fair and Tenrler
Ladies. Most of Smith's books tell the stories of sever8l
I·,·,.:,_...._,• 1·,·, 1·.. ·., ..,,_,..-_ .,., c::- , ..... ., ·r: ,·,..,· ·f' ,·:., \ 1·,·, 1· ·.1 ..,. . .

.L'\' \'I )I

('"
..·1· :::,

·t•• I"'\I:.:..:, ·1:· 1· . r c::..... ·t.· . (".. !"'1 <·:.:\. ,., <·:..:1 ("" l•• p"' r t.• ,..••, \•) I "I' .", l't'i
I
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college.

Ivy's is the only narrative Smith weaves following

her character from childhood to death.
Smith says that she writes fiction like Ivy writes
letters--in order to self actualize. She has a dichotomy
within her personality, and writing helps her to heal that
split.

Writing Fair and Tender Ladies and making up Ivy Rowe

Interview). Lee Smith told Virginia Smith in an interview
that she was dealing with several personal problems while
she was writing the novel. Her mother was dying, and she was
having problems dealing with her teenage children.

In Ivy

Rowe, she was making up a character who could take whatever
came (785). She creates a courageous persona for herself in
creati·ng Ivy.
Smith also says that Ivy is based on the life of a dear
friend of hers from Abingdon, Lou Crabtree, who had a
difficult though dignified life in the mount. ains of
southwest Virginia. Smith was awed when she heard Crabtree
say, during a writer's workshop,

"I had eleven miscarriages

and named every one." She successfully raised five children,
taught school, and wrote poems and stories with no thought
of publication.

Smith realized that Crabtree was a p�rso,

VJl·.. ,o wr :i. t.es,. tc:, 1'1'1,c1k c:.. s.i �n�;;f.7: ,:::d: hi.'::r l :i. f 1:�.

i:::·rori", tl. ·11'.'': 1 :l f E"· ,..:.-i:

t.. h ·i. ,�

\::• i ri-,p l \':: t. hou,::.:ih int. 1'2 l l i •;Jt.=:.•nt r,-,01.,1nt,,1 in wor,1· ;,:11"·1 to 1,Jhor,-, " 10th .l n,·

,:, f

, 11. f-:
,;:ir G:,,:i t i H,1:::i,:::,rtc:-\ncE,: l"· 1 c:ippi.=:.,ns" 21nd f rol'I', c:1 <::-.'t '. :Vi.'.':nt.y...., f :i. Vi.. ,··-c 1.,•11 t. ..1 .:
1

of yardsale letters,

Smith creates her most memorable

At the beginning of the novel,

Ivy is a child describing

the hardships of her family to her Dutch penpal Hanneke.
Through Ivy's letters to her pen pal and teacher, one sees a
br· i •]ht, vi Vi.':IC i ou�;;,

.i rr1c:1gin.;1t .i

VE!,

bec'1ut. .
i f ul ff,ount.,:1 in

,_;i

i r1

Her honesty is also evident as she frankly describes

emerge.

want to be in Lave one day and write poems about it, do yau 7
But I do not want to have a lot. of babys thogh and get

she is both a romantic and a realist.
love,

She wants to be in

but she understands the reality of children.

Further

in the letter, she describes the difficulty of her family's
life with a sick daddy and so many children.
One of the children, Silvany, serves as Ivy's alter ego

baby,

now she will never be rigt in the head" (9). Because

,--,�:· , ...,· ..·1.'a' c:l
-· 1-I .)·

J

..
.I.

5,

'
t.) r ci :t. n.. ,_ ('j i:'l fl! r.:l •] 0.� (:I

1

.· 1·. '✓ 'y'

·r: c,:.··. • ".:_. .· ,.l· .·,_,·,. ·f" ·,-. .·'"..'' l'.'·'·' ·t. ,-,_·_ ,_· .:_,.. ,.. , ';::_\ ·1-· �.::a

I'',1 ,·•,

·t.1·-, .,.. , t·.:_:_, ·,··.

her most personal feelings because Silvany will not tell
anyone .
me,

According to Ivy,

" ... Silvany is bigger and oldern

but it is like we are the same sometimes it 1s like we

spE•c: ic.'I 1 ho1"1"1e by c.'I rn i squidi:,�d
i:1 fl u 1'2p i d1'::'rn i c .

::::m :i. t.h .:i

1;:;

pl''E�c:1c her .

f .;1m i 1 i E1 r

· ,,::)•,·.,_. , IL'1l' "i. l ,�J
::::hf'-' d :i 1:::•i,� t..1·

w :l th r,,1,:;•n t.i,:1 l i .I. .J nc:�:i ..

r.1 i,;
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like hers,

nobody puts the mental defectives away. They are

as much a part of society as anyone else (Personal
Silvaney's character is believable because the

Interview).

author draws her from her real life experiences.
Just as Smith and Crabtree gain strength from their
writing,

Ivy gains strength from her letter writing and from

the stories told by the old mountain people like the Cline
sisters.
babies,

One day Ivy has taken all she can with crying
her sick daddy, and hours of hard work . She falls in

the snow while carrying water and stays there crying for a
long time.

ivy is so worn down with living that she wants to

give up and die right there in the snow. When the Cline
sisters come to celebrate Old Christmas with their old
stories,

Ivy feels that "the only way I could keep from

running out in the snow was to hear a story

1

n

(26). Language

heals Ivy as it does Lee Smith.
It is through Ivy's writing that she not only heals
herself but also how she discovers her feelings about eve nts
in her life.

It is with Silvany that Ivy shares her most

personal thoughts and discoveries. She tries ta explain her·
impressions after becoming involved with her first
boyfriend.

''But. I feel that things are happer ing two times

always, there is the thing that is happening, which /OL1 c�n
say, and see,
inside it,

and there is another thing happer,int too

and this is the most important thing bL1t its s0

hard to say''

(96).

Ivy writes this letter after· she has

64
had sex with her boyfriend Lonnie Rash even though she does
not really love him. "There is a strong feeling I get when I
am with him it is true, but when I am not with him I do not

U·n J i k e Cr ysti:.-=t 1 or Pee.'! r 1 ,

Ivy

hi-;1 �,

the

Z::1b

:i 1 ity to

e.\::-::i:,11'1'1 i nl'.,:

herself and her feelings and determine how she really feels.

Although there is pressure on Ivy to rnarry Lonnie, she
refuses because she knows theirs is not a love like her
mother and father had for each other. �he has the
self-determination and knowledge of Sally, Candy, and

of your own, you take after old Granny Rowe who never did
let society or their f c:\fll l. l.1 es;. ,::I .1 C ··,l ,c:\ iA.,.'
Ivy also refuses to let the past and its mistakes haunt
her present lite like Brooke, Crystal, Rose Annie, and Pearl
do.

Lonnie is leaving to join the army, and Ivy is sad and

glad at the sam e time.

She says that. if she were to marry

him, she would live a life of regret like Emma Bovary [or
Crystal].

She voices her feelings to her sister Beulah in a

voice, a stubborn will, and a self-determination rem�Je
daily" (lee Smith 109).

.. ·1· vv' ri'1 c:1k t.',:�,; LIP hi,,,.r- ,:::,,,,,,n ri', i r1i:::I :i. nstt.'.'.'i':1d ,:::,f

f...5
h aving it made for her.
In fact, after Lonn i e leaves, although she misses
him, she is glad to get her self back. Unfortunately, not
only h as

s he

got hers elf back, she also has got a baby. Ivy

takes this unplanned pregnancy in stride as she does so many
other things in her life. Combs Hill says, ushe refuses to
be condemned by polite culture: pregnant and unmarried, she
i !::: - g J.ad to bt::� 'ru int' bee: aus.i:::,· it fl"li::lk es her· f rt:�t,.�'·' q:: eL::.:. ::::;rt"1 ith
108).She moves to Diamond, a mining town, to live with her
s is ter Beulah and to have her baby Joli. Ivy . is such an
opt:i.mistic peri,�on that. shE• even fj_nd<::. joy in childbi.rth.

It

i� a feeling she tries to save by writing to Silvaney:
I think this is one reason I write so many letters
to you,

Silvaney, to hold onto what is passing.

Becaus e the days seem to go faster and faster,
especially now that I have got Jol i , the days wh i rl
along like the leaves blowing down off the mountain
r :i.•Jh t

·nc,11J ...W,;:.11
� ,

I ,,.,,r.�n t to stop it I

I 'JJclnt 1:..o ho 1 d

up its flight... and steal what I can from each day.
( l 4.L!.)
A JOY in everyday living is a gift that Ivy and the other
strong women in Smit.h's fiction possess.
Ivy r 1? -f ui,':-E.•�s ti:::, •,i.J,::, rr y cll::,c,u t hi:.:.,_. r pl i::l c: 1_:_, . :in !;,,,:::, c: :i."-'·'-' \-..y i',1 s I ·11.,_,· , ·
,,,i,,=.t.t?l� E:eul'"'lh doi:.c.'S. Ivy is d;:1t.:in

1J

th1.:- i5on of t.hl'.� rt"1ir

l'.,_.

,_,w, 1,.,._ ,,,

i:,1nd E:t.':.•u 1 i:�h �vr.:lnts�. ht.:'r to riicH' ry hi rn. A 1 t.1·· 1ot.1, ,Jh.[ vy f.1ri;i ,: ,yts bl�-' l 11,..J
with him,

she re alizes that Franklin is no good. Beulah is

only concerned about what people will think and moving up in
the world. Ivy says,

"I am glad I am ruint, and don't have

to worry over such as that "(160). Instead of being ashamed
of being an unwed mother grateful for any attention from any
r,,c:d. e�;,

Ivy fet::=d s t.hr.:d. h\:=.,r dcw1a,_;ied reput.icd-ion sets. ht=1r f 1�t?t=..'!

to set her own limitations and goals.
This independent spirit is also what causes Ivy to
choose to marry Oakley Fox from Sugar Fork rather than rich
boy Franklin Ransom. After a mine accident from which Oakley
barely escapes with his life,

Ivy realizes that. it is he

that she loves. They decide to return to the mountains and
farming. This choice 1s the best . decision for Ivy just as
Lee Smith's fiction is at its best when she returns to the
lore of her mountains in southwest Virginia. In fact. Smith
adri-.its that "Early A1=<1::,aL:1cicHi voices;. .:\re th\':.' 1:::•,:1siE!St for r,11.=2
to write because they were the first voices I heard"
(Lecture Abingdon 1994). And Smith excels in presenting
these voices in their beautiful cadence and expresssian. Ivy
remembers her Daddy saying,

"Farming is pretty wort. When

0,:1k 1 ey 1-:: :i sses rne, it St'?\'?fl1S 1 ih:=.· I c ,:\ll
"::; J 0\.',1 i::k:,wr-1,
(174-175).

D,,\ddy s;c,1y in,,;_1,

h1=:.:•i:H'

s 1 ow down no\1-1 Ivy. Thi�::. if.',. the t.i::1!:::.t.1",.' i:::d.. !,',.·::,r j___n_,:::["
Unlike Crystal who returned t.o Black Rock a1 d

mi:,\ r r :i. t?d F�<:::•<]E•r Let:.'! ir-1 def eb t,
re.•turn to l"·1e1- l'f1ount.,:1 :in hi:::,r,1t.':'

Ivy' s fi'I,::1 ,, r i 21 ;,;Jf::.' to D,,,1f·: .I. t.=,.·y ,:, , ,, l
1

.:H'fi

r.'\

,1

:i ct.or y t:: t.'o'C ,,\u�;t=.2 i,;ht::!
1

chooses him. She 1s not giving in to society or ta O��l�y;
she really loves him.

Marriage suits Ivy even though she and Oakley work
extremely hard. She maintains her joi de vivre because she
has not lost her small child wonder. She explains her
fE:elin�;i�"; in a lE,,.ttE.�r to her· brotht::_:,,r \Ii.ct.or·: ·' E:i.." 'Cc1USi:.�
1

a 1 tho1..i1;_;_ih I 21rt'1 a ri"1,:1r r· ied \J,!Ofl'tc:1n no•,,.i,

I sti 11 fee 1 .I.1 kE• thi:...::

girl that grew up here, the one I used to be...so in spite
of rny�::-t?lf ,=.tll'f1ost I r.:-11"1'1 th1? hc.:ippi1::...� : i't- t.hc1t I h2:1ve 1'2ver' !:::1 f.":1?n''
(180). One reason for Ivy's happiness is that she has chosen
Oakley and life on Sugar Fork herself rather than out of
duty, obligation, or social pressure. Ivy is true to

She refuses pretensions of all kinds. Oakley is very
religious and never misses a service at the Primitive
Baptist Church.

He really wants Ivy to be saved and squeezes

her hand during the invitation. Ivy considers going to the

not--they could see it on my face in a minute if I was to
lie and put on like that. For you know me,
could not fool a cc:1 t"

I can not lie--I

l to .:ioi.1.·1. th,:::
< ·1:=.::t:�--·1::::�-;). Ivy'�:;. r1::.:.•fu <::-c,1.

church in order to keep up appearances or to please her
husband shows her honest nature and her determination t.o be
true to herself.

This trait is a strength

which 2mith's

earlier female characters lack.
Nevertheless, life for Ivy in the mountains is not. eGsy
::::: l"·1 e w r· i t.f'� s. r; i:::i l �· t t. 1,� r· 5 f O r' t t.:,,. r·, y f2 r.:1 r",� . :::: h 1'2 h i:,1 '"c, l::i t,� 1'.": n !:::, u 1,;; Y
having babies an d working in the house and in the fields.

Also, her brother Victor has told her that Silvaney died,
and Ivy feels that a part of her has died too. Because she
has to write to figure things out, and she only writes those
revealing letters to Silvaney,

she has no audience to whom

she can express her feelings.
However,

Ivy has an epiphany of sorts when the rural

electrification reaches up her mountain, and she and Oakley
suddenly see lights coming on all up and down the mountain.

sc,1id to H,y�.;el f,

Ivy, tt-·,i�, is. your 1 i ft:.•, thii::;. is,. your rec,11

lite, an d you are living it.

is quite heavy here.

Your life is not going to start

A light of realization comes on in Ivy

when the lights come on on Bethel Mountain.
Ivy has been giving unselfishly to her family for years.
She suddenly realizes that she has lost herself. She
explain s her feelings to her dead sister Silvaney:

But I have fallen down and down into this darkness,
I can see it all so clear now, and bits and pieces
of me have rolled off an d been lost along the way.
They have rolled off down this mountain someplace
un ti 1 t.hi.'.�rI'=.• i i:c- not. rf,uch l i.'.'-' ft. but. r.:1 dr :l i',.. d•··up huEf: ,
with me leeched out by hard work and babies.
I feel like a locus t--like a box turtle shell.

Ivy,

•• , .1.·
1•.,1 J

life, has been worn down from

farming and having seven babies, two of whom were
still-born.

Her husband Oakley has been affected too. Ivy

says he has turned his face away from her because of poor
crops, extra jobs, and being alone in the mountains looking
for sang (ginseng).
However, the lights on the mountain seem to have lit a
fire in Ivy. She has started to wander in the woods like
.; '·'Tho!::-i.
'.::;ilvar-1ey L-15-ed to do. '.::;he tE.�lls '.::;ilvanE•Y ht;:.,r· fet'.•linqs;
' -' '
days when I sank into the easy darkness took their toll.
is like I went so far I scared myself,
back up.

It

and now I have come

It is like I've had an electric shock. So now I am

so much alive,

I

cH11

tin,_;Jlin<:J .., (20f:). The ti:,1ui,.:e
, of her tir-";ile

is more than a reaction after depression; it is a man named
Honey Breeding who comes to their house to bring bees to
Oc:1kl t"?'/ ·' S hiVt"'"tS

.

In keeping with her electricity imagery, Smith describes
the chemistry between Ivy and Honey the first time they
me.. t;:.,t:

"vJher·1 I pai=.;sed close by him, it w;.:-1!::- 1 :ih:.�

c1

curr·,'.'.':nt

jumped from him to me--or me to him and back, maybe... Or it
was like we both had it in us--it arched between us through
the leafy air ..,

(213).

Ivy feels that their relationship is

destined; she does not fight her feelings for him,

nor does

i,:;h,:2 f ''-''!t.::' l •.JU i 1 t.y.
On his th :i rd vis,. :i..
t .
t o the :i r hou�".-1'.':.•,

Ivy 1 i.'!!i::1\/t;:.,s \v :i.th I·, .1. 1"i'1.

t h1::•y \IJi,d.k,
Tht:.•, y •Jo to the" top of E:lue ::;t.r.,1r l'"lount.;,d n. (�s .
talks

.l ·y

endlessly and tells him all about her brothers and
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sister·s. :::hl'2 say��,

"I couldn't. bel:i1'2Ve I VJi::15 talki.n,:;i so

much, to a perfect stranger. My own voice sounded funny in
my ei'.H'S.

It. sounded ru:.�t.y.'·' Ivy says s.h1'2 felt. likt� �:;he! hc.=id

only used her voice for mundane things like telling the
children what to do (223).

Ivy has lost the sense of herself

because she has been too long wife and mother to be herself.
Ivy stays on the mountain with Honey making love and
talking and healing herself. She felt like their time
t Jeth1==.•1' •.,,ic:11� inl'?Vi. tcd::.:Le.•. '·'What I did,
1:::11

I d:i.d .i t. out of ,:1 ,JJful
1

longing pure and simple. I did it out of love n (230). She
did it out of

love for herself and to regain her voice which

had been lost in depression. Ivy voices that exact
'=-t.�ntimt::.'nt:

"I f�2lt I hi..=id ,_:;J:, ,: t. part. of if1yself b21ck t.hi::d . I had

lost without knowing it was gone. Honey had given me back my
very soul"

(232).

Ivy stays with Honey for several weeks until he makes
her go home. She returns to great. sadness and censure
because her daughter Luida has died while she was with
Honey. She wishes that it had been she who died, but. she
realizes she must live to care for her other children. The
old inimitable spark soon reawakens in Ivy. Oakley is
t.urn:in,::,:i his face to1JJi::1rd�;; h1:1r n,:::,..,_,,

c1nd shi;� fei.=,•ls alive.

"l�t.

f i .I..I. i::d w .l t..l"i
grief over her child's death, she realizes that she has got..
her self back. Combs Hill comments on the results of Ivy's
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r·omar-1c\'.'2 ,vith Hc,r·,ey:
1

''Ivy·'s erotic J.ovt:':! foi' Hor·,ey E:r1,2edin9

enables her to return to the farm, the family, and the
children and love them with all her heart,
then larger"

(Lee Smith 118).

for her heart is

Ivy has paid for her sin, and

the recompense is a fuller, happier self.
As Ivy enters middle age, she is still full of the zest
for living. When Christmas is coming, heralded by snow,
becomes very excited.

Ivy

She says that her sex life is better

than ever nin spite of us being so old... my soul ls as wild

another trait of Lee Smith's survivors. They never get too
old to enjoy the small things in life--Christmas snow or the
warmth of a loving husband.
Ivy maintains her enthusiasm for life even after Oakley
dies.

She misses him everyday and spends a great deal of

time wandering in the mountains. However, she realizes that

life now whichever way I
again,

...
.,l-l_.t

'

tor I am not beholden to a soul

it

.
.'l l t:: f1 ·..1·
1

I can act like a

c:r·,c1zy old ,, Jorf1c'1n i·f I '""c:1nt to which I do'' (2/:�:).
1

Ivy's;.

independence has reasserted itself in her old age.
P,nothE� r unus:.ui::1 1 tr c:1 :i t. f ,:::, r i:,1 n o J di',• r wori"1,',1 n 1 :i 1--: I'.'.'! I 1 'l i !,';
that she is not afraid of change. She thinks birt.h contr01
pills and divorce are wonderful inventions. She loves her
children and grandchildren and welcomes them when they re�J
to come home again for a while. She helps her friend Molly

establish and run a college for the mountain children. She
fights a coal company who wants to mine her land. She gets a
shotgun and gets in the way of a bulldozer .

In other words,

she keeps living until she dies.
Towards the end of her life, she spends a lot of time
looking out over the mountains she has loved all of her life
and reading the Bible and thinking. Even though she is very
sick, she refuses to stay in the hospital. She tells her

that way too n (312).

Ivy maintains her independent thinking

to the end of her lite .
Her last letter to her dead sister Silvaney is

like a

i�=- r1:=2i:,1l pr·E.:-tt..y, lc:1·y'ing likt.:.� l8c:e alJ. ,:,ver· tl··,e yar·d, do•�.1n by
the steps I see my crocuses poking through gold and purple,

of the book attest to her beautiful writing and her full
life .

Dispersed within her litany of life Eire ver·ses from

heaven. " The last sentence,

"Oh I was young then, and I

J.ess royal because she chose how to live it. Here is the
victory that Crystal Spangler could never achieve.

In an interview with Virginia Smith, Lee Smith explains
her· purpoc.c.e in •�,1rit.ir'i•;J r=c:l:i.r c1nd Tt.'?nder I c1di1:c•!::-.
I know that one thing I was really trying tn do in
writ.ing Fair and Tender Ladies , and to some extent
in creating some of the earlier women, was to
validate my mother's life, to validate the lives oi
these women I had known who spent their lives doing
for others, essentially--kind of like Ivy does.
This is a creature... ignored by our culture. I just
wanted to include the major events of a traditional
wori-1i-:1n's 1 i ·f e·-··-1 ike childb i r·th, 1 O\/f."'!, divoi�c\'2,
death,

children leaving home, children coming back,

illness, whatever .... (786)
Lee Smith succeeds with her creation of Ivy Rowe who affirms
lite, enjoys life, makes mistakes, but "keeps on keeping on"

A final character who possesses most of Ivy's traits is
Katie Cocker in The Devil's Dream. Lee Smith says that
'·'l<atj_f2 arid Ivy ,;_io the fur·U-·1 f;,�,t in �;1;;,lf-·-re.:.11:i.:.:::;::d.-ion"
(Personal Interview). Like Ivy, Katie is resilient,
life-affirming,

independent , and full of life. She is a

ci:::,ur,t.r·y rr,u�sic st.c,lr wl--· 1 0 hc:1 s <::- uffer1::-d r.�r·,d l,:::,vt:::•d r.'lnd lc,�;;t but.
who has always found her own voice.
In a discussion of The Devil's Dream

in Abingdon,

Virginia, near her hometown of Grundy, �m1th talked �bout
he r purposes in wri tinq the book. She said it. was a book
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about five generations of a singing family, the Baileys, who
are loosely based on the Carter and Stoneman families. She

ulives of women and how

they have changed and how the

possibilities of women's lives have changed." She chose
country music as a framework because it is "about real

the radio in the kitchen all the time she was growing up.
She said that country music was like "the soundtrack of our

c:·--1 ]. t_·, L.'. r,·,

·t....., , c:·-l ·,···,

,·s._ ,

I :"
1_-_, ,·_-, ,-_, �

,_::._·· ,-_ ·,

.
.
"
,,:-.=-·,··:· 1 c· 1-, sec··t.1on
.
I�as a unique voice··

(Personal Interview).
The book is also like an album in its circular form. The
first and last sections of the novel are about Kates born
four generations apart in the Bailey family whom Smith

music because her religious husband thinks it 1s the devil's
work . The second Kate is very successful in that she writes,
sings, and produces her own music , but she too suffers.

lyric side of

As

life and the profoundly dark, discordant side

characterizes the Bailey family and members through four

of sorts because the whole Bailey family is in Nashville lo
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Against her mother's wishes, she sang a
country music song when she was in the Miss Holly Springs
Pageant and won [just like Crystal, Myrtle, and lee Smith].
Th e c onflict between music and religion has carried
through to the fourth generation. Religion may have won in
the first generation between Moses Bailey and Kate Malone,
but this time there will be a different conclusion. Katie
feels that she will die if she does not leave her home.
"ft:=lt th;=:tt i,som1=:.•t.hin,;i dc1rk VJE1is hicJin .J ur·,der 1'2V1'2l'yt.1··1· :in,;_i,
1

wa1t1ng to come out and get me,

She
just

absorb me into that room,

That darkness is the silencing of
· :::. . She knows that. going
Katie•�-: .• .·.. •r.
.•· 1,J·.+.,. ,.... � , ·1-1,j 1j-,· •'···' c1
r.,· J
t.:' .:::• 1•--c
1 • tc' ..... t..:• ·1-,,-1

J. l•'-'

escaping from her mother's smothering influence over her

wagon to a star when I hooked up with Aunt Virgie,

(223).

I was

Kate becomes part of Aunt Virgie's cornball comedy

., ct on t!-,Q'.- l'.·..
��
.· -.,.
,�.,,j·t,_

-,-�,-iey i.':I r f.=:

.. t:.:' 1••
Ci:� ·.t·1--J

· II<::\- Rainette and the
1•1-r·
II·
ci 1

were as country as they come n (225).
show even though they

She comes to hat� the

are very popular and have their·

pictures on billb oards all over Richmond.
With her fame comes popularity ,

and she dates

a lat af
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boys until she becomes serious with one of them, Hank Smith.
They have sex in the dry cleaning store where he works even
though Katie is not sure whether she is doing right or not.
nI can't say for sure if it was wrong or not, either.

I was

not real sure I wanted to be a good woman, anyway, as I

Dory, and Ivy, her transgressions lead to pregnancy.
She has a very short marriage to Hank who deserts her
when their baby Annie May contracts polio. Katie returns to
Grassy branch to get help with taking care of her daughter
until on1=:.:.. dc.1y h1::,,.r motl'"1t2r tell •3 her th,:1t. "Annie May• s pc, l i 0
was a direct judgment from God far what I'd done" (239).
That was all she needed to hear.
C.·.1-,�
� ·,�·.Lr._1t.t.c•. .=.•

t.r_,

·,�t=.=.=.•J·r_,).. )_1

She decides to qo to

..
t.t-,Q
c,•=1·.1·.·1-1,·_..!·1�,--.,1·· ··•· ---.. 01e
t
1
� rretuses �o
let her
0

mother use guilt or religious prosecution to control her
lii'e .
Her reunion there is short-lived because Virgie is
drinking too much, and Georgia is getting married. Katie
gets to sing on the radio, and then Virgie fires her. She
deci des to go to Louisi ana because she likes the way it
sounds.

She gets a jab singing at the Hayride Ca smaller

version of the □pry).

She also gets involved with a slick

hick named Wayne Rickets.

says of him:

"A big talker who is great at sex can have his

way in this world�

(254). This is one of the few points in

the novel where Katie cedes control of her life to a man.
fact Wayne tells her,

In

"'All you need to know is what to do

, ,Ji th t.hi �::,' ... unz i pp i n,J his pi.':lnts and taking it. out.'· ( �2SS) .
Katie seems also to be repeating the pattern of abuse
with Wayne that she witnessed bet.ween her mot.her and father.
She is drinking too much, taking pills, and being slapped
around by Wayne. However, she offers no excuses, lays no
blame, and proffers no apologies:
. . . After the show you're real wired, you can't
.
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to where you need a lot of help. Don't tell mel
know all about it.

I

I will never pass judgment on

is sent to a hospital for alcohol and drug rehabilitation.
She has a very difficult time in the hospital thinking
about what Wayne has done and admitting that she had known
they were wrong for each other. She knew what he was doing
was wrong, but she was admitting the truth to herself a
little bit at a time.
Two other things happen while she is in the hospital She
finds out she is pregnant, and she hears a voice telling her

to do something with her life. The voice, which sounded like
Lit.t.1e \Ji r,;_i i r,i c:1 ( J-·1e r·· c ous. :i.r-1),
heard before,

"1.i.1c:1S- a vo :i.c 01 I hc:1d r·,ot ev01r

yet it was as fami 1iar to me as my

own. .. "(261 ). Un1ike Crystal or Dory or any of the other
mirrors, Katie has a strong inner se1f which reclaims her in
times of turmoil. It is this voice which impels her to 1eave
her pity party and go on with the living. The voice says,
.it:�
"1-,:: Ed.

,_:;i ir

1 ... Y ,:::,u c...::in eithf�. r 1 E1y in this,. bE,:d f,:::, r thi:.': r l':,:s,. t.

,:::,-r·

your life, or you can get up and make something of yourself.
It's up to you. You'

Vt.',:

,;iot s.off,E'� l'l'1i:::i·r·f'.:' j;;,. ir,,;J i r·p;_i tr:::, clo .

Ci1,;.'t up'·'

(261 ). Katie does just that.
She leaves the hospita 1 and goes to Waynes's sister's to
have her baby and get her life back together.

Wayne is

killed in prison the night that their baby, Louisiana
Cocker,

is born. Katie is sad but relieved because she knows

she does not want Wayne to be a destructive part of her life
anymore. Just as Ivy refuses Lonnie Rash and Franklin
Ransom, Kat ie 1s glad to be rid of Wayne Rickets.
She is now free ta pursue her dreams of country music
stardom, wh ich she does when she moves t.o Nashville. Katie
do es not elaborate on her hard t imes there because she says
f.'.' \/ t.'.'.' r y ,:::, r·, Et
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hears about Annie Rose's killing Johnny, that she calls her

because she will get no support from her mother .
Katie finally makes it big and get a recording contract
with the help of Jim Reeves, Chet Atkins, and Tom Barksdale.
The latter takes over her life as effectually as Wayne but
in a nicer way.

She goes with him to California to record

her second album with a more contemporary sound and to live
with Tom in a glass house on the ocean.

Tom tries to change

Katie by making her sound smoother and less country. He also
tries to educate her . They live a very free lifestyle with
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Katie is saved from Tom's dominion by one of her former
band members, Ralph Handy, who sends her a note after she is
I thi::,uqht

the show, and Ralph helps her to get away from Tom's
cont r· o .I.. ·'' '.::;,:: ,rf1t:":! thi n,;i .l 1 kl'::! <',1 l :l i:Jh t. bulb c l :i. c: k t'::!d i:::,n :i. n rny

remake Katie into something she does not feel c:ornfo1 t.able
with while Ralph treasures her for who she is.

realizes that nThere wasn't any past or future when I was

first time, with Ralph,

Katie has found a man who treasures

her for herself rather than for her talent or her body.
She and Ralph get married and are extremely happy and
very successful for several years, but Lee Smith's novels
are not fairy tales.

No one gets to walk off into the sunset

and live happily ever after.

Ralph and his son are killed in

a fiery bus explosion. Katie is initially hysterical and

that I don't remember Ralph and what a fine man he was to
me n (292). However, Katie has the fortitude to continue with
he r lite.

Her philosophy contains some of Lee Smith's most
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difficulty:
One thing I have learned through my experience is
that you never do get it really together, and you

to come. You'll die waiting to get it together. The
best you can do is to keep on keeping on, and let
the low side drag.
such a simple but essential philosophy for handling life's
hardships could have saved Crystal,

Dory,

Pearl,

and Rose

Annie from their various tragedies.
Smith's mirror characters never understand this concept.
They are full of unfulfilled desires and dreams and lack the

_J

inner fortitude to make those dreams reality or to accept
failure and go on with the living.
dreams to realize.

The pluggers have no

They are too mired in their duty and

perceived appearances.
On the other hand,

Katie picks up the pieces and goes

more comfortable on the bus than she was at home'' (293). Lee
Smith addressed this notion during her lecture in Abingdon:
uEverybody leaves home, but they keep singing of home.

Devil's Dream n )_

Just as Katie cannot go back home for any

length of time, neither can the author. She writes of her
mountains and her people, but she does not or cannot go back
again for any extended length of time.
:�; imi l i:,1 'i'' i 1 \/ ,
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resuming some of her bad habits.
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She sleeps with a lot of

men and starts drinking heavily again. After a wreck and a
DWI, she reenters a rehab program.

She admits that she has

thing I'd ever wanted that I purely couldn't have, that had
been taken away from me forever''

(294).

Her admission not

only reveals her grief but also her determination in
reaching her goals.
Another notable experience happens to Katie while she is
in the hospital.

She rediscovers God as presented to her by

Billy Jack Reems. Katie explains her feelings about her

Now I can understand that I was starving for God's
love, that I had been denying that part of myself
ever since I was a child, ever since I'd been cut
off somehow from the love of God at the church on
Chicken Rise. I' d cut myself off, to be exact--out
of arrogance, out of pride, out of not wanting to

Katie's salvation experience seems sincere because she joins
Billy's church and finds the loving God that her mother
never showed her.
It is also likely that Katie's mountaintop religious
experience is something the author would like to experience
herself.

She says that she w as very religious as a child and

was always rededicating her life. Indeed, Karen and Crystal
have mystical religious experiences. Smith, however, went
through a period of disbelief, but she is still very
•
inter es.t.. £-:1d 1 n t.ht'?. rE! l i g i ous 1 if e Z:1nd "c: Z:1 r· r· ifc•�::. or, i:::I .:i i::11,::,,JLJE.:''
attempting to reconcile her disbelief with her desires to be
a true believer (Perso nal

Interview).

Even though Katie has renewed her relationship with Goci,
she is still searching for her personal identit.y in music .
u1 had been a dumb hick Raindrop with Virgie... a honky-�oi k
angel with Wayne Rickets, a California pop singer with ToM
E:c:1 rk ,==..di:.1 l t:....
'
[ c1nd]

l hc1d 1:-)t?.f.":n ::-:1 •JC•C•d c our"it.l'Y worf1,:.1n \•Ji t.h

She discovers that new image in her roots and her
religion.

She decides to get her family together to produce

an album called Shall We Gather At the River. The album is a
victory for Katie and the other Baileys in that she has
resolved the conflict between their religion and their music
by combining the two on an album.

All of the Baileys

connected with music come to Nashville to record religious
songs as well as other songs associated with their family
through the years.
The final Katie presented in the first chapter shows a
resolute woman who has had a life of pain and joy, defeat
and victory, and life and death.

She has come through

ordeals, not unscathed but yet unbeaten. An anonymous fan
narrates this chapter giving her impressions of Katie:
She's made it, and made it her own way.

God knows

she's paid her dues, too. Some of the events of her
life are just tragic, but she's weathered them.
Tl··,t:=!r f::: ' s

��i:::iH,1:"'

t.hin,;i ,cd:::,out ..,. ,1:� r thc:1 t si:., y i,; ,

"He 11,:::, 1

honey, this is who I am, and I don't give
a damn whet you think about me.

Take it or

it . .. She wouldn't let anybody walk all over her,
but.

she likes men, you can tell.
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This devoted tan so well summarizes Katie's character . Like
other flashlights,

she is a flawed but human heroine who

lights the way for other women to find their own voices and
sing their own songs .

Conclusion
Lee Smith's fiction is not only an excellent read where
we laugh, cry,

sigh, ponder,

and see ourselves; it also

reveals the author's search for a valid role for women in
American society. She realizes, explores, and rejects
several roles and then creates characters who are human
enough to make mistakes and suffer, yet heroic enough to
overcome those adversities.

She validates their lives.

Parts of Lee Smith's life pervade her fiction. Several
of her characters resemble her physically and emotionally.
They are blond, blue-eyed beauties who enter and win beauty
pageants and date popular boys.

They struggle with the

expectations of the ir mothers who fail to acknowledge any
pr ob lems within their troubled families. The mothers
invalidate the truth their dauqhters see and know by
ignoring the reality of their home situations.
Not only are these mirr ors' lives controlled by their
mothers,

they are also shaped by their men. lee Smith

followed her husb and around the South getting jobs wherever
he happened to move.

Although she has never directly written

or spoken pub licly about her first husband, Seay, it is
probable that she has some understanding of characters like
Monica and Myrt.le who are frustrated wit.h trying to be
perfect wives.

They are married to men who only observe

their wives' exteriors and have no inkling as to their
wives' true desires and needs.
Finally, these women are stifled by societal
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girls do or do not do. They are obedient, quiet, proper, and
passive.

They are trained to believe that their lives should

L:i.vinq.
With this three-pronged attack,

it is not surprising

that these women try desperate measures to regain some sense
of control over their lives. Susan tries fantasy, Karen
rel:i. gion,
Myrtle,

Brooke imitation, Crystal catatonia, Monica,

and Pearl affairs,

su icide.

Rose Annie murder, and Dory

none of these methods is effective

Obviously,

althou gh those who choose death at least find a permanent
solut:i.on. There is no evidence that Lee Smith has tried
these answers anywhere other than in her fiction,
that is why she has not had to try them.
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to Lee Smith personally. She seems to have none of their
compulsive dutiful traits.
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possibility of change. Liz, Frances,

quiet desperation.
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Agnes, Ora Mae, and

They may be quiet, but they are not

de.. 1::,.pe.. r c:1 te .
The third category embraces Smit.h's idea of the
self-fulfilled female sure in her identi ty and full of

Products in the author's search for a satisfying role in
Modern socie ty.

The women are life-affirmers who find joy in

all facets of their lives.
and their mistakes.

They are honest about themselves

They may falter, but they never fall.

They live lives we would like to live with attitudes we
Would like to have.

They are products of Smith's

imagination--life-giving and life-loving. They are
comfortable with themselves physically, spiritually, and
emotionally.

They are the flashlights who clearly shine on
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